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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

We study situations in which autonomous systems (ASes) may have
incentives to send BGP announcements differing from the AS-level
paths that packets traverse in the data plane. Prior work on this issue assumed that ASes seek only to obtain the best possible outgoing path for their traffic. In reality, other factors can influence a
rational AS’s behavior. Here we consider a more natural model, in
which an AS is also interested in attracting incoming traffic (e.g.,
because other ASes pay it to carry their traffic). We ask what combinations of BGP enhancements and restrictions on routing policies
can ensure that ASes have no incentive to lie about their data-plane
paths. We find that protocols like S-BGP alone are insufficient, but
that S-BGP does suffice if coupled with additional (quite unrealistic) restrictions on routing policies. Our game-theoretic analysis illustrates the high cost of ensuring that the ASes honestly announce
data-plane paths in their BGP path announcements.

Interdomain routing on the Internet consists of a control plane,
where Autonomous Systems (ASes) discover and establish paths,
and a data plane, where they actually forward packets along these
paths. The control-plane protocol used in the Internet today is the
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [35]. BGP is a path-vector protocol in which ASes discover paths through the Internet via announcements from neighboring ASes. In BGP, each AS has routing
policies that may depend arbitrarily on commercial, performance,
or other considerations. These policies guide the AS’s behavior as
it learns paths from its neighbors, chooses which (if any) neighbor it will forward traffic to in the data plane, and announces path
information to its neighbors. The design of BGP seems to encourage ASes to rely on path announcement as an accurate indication
for the paths that data-plane traffic follows. However, BGP does
not include any mechanism to enforce that these announcements
match actual forwarding paths in the data plane.
Traditional work on securing interdomain routing (e.g., Secure
BGP (S-BGP) [26] and the like [5, 20, 40]) has focused on the
control plane, with the loosely-stated goal of ensuring “correct operation of BGP” [26]. However, addressing the control plane in
isolation ignores the important issue of how packets are actually
forwarded in the data plane. Here, we explicitly focus on the security goal of ensuring that the paths announced in the control
plane match the AS-level forwarding paths that are used in the
data plane; this has been implicit in many previous works (on securing BGP [20, 26, 40] and incentives and BGP [8–12, 28, 33]).
This way, an AS can rely on BGP messages, e.g., to choose a highperformance AS path for its traffic or to avoid ASes that it perceives
to be unreliable or adversarial [3, 23, 34].
This goal has recently received some attention by works [1, 29,
36, 41] that suggest auxiliary enforcement protocols that operate
in the data plane. However, because such solutions typically incur a high overhead (see Section 1.1), here we consider solutions
that operate in the control plane alone. Furthermore, most works
on BGP security assume ASes can be arbitrarily malicious. Here,
we instead follow the literature on BGP and incentives by assuming that ASes are rational, i.e., act in a self-interested manner. In
our work, we define this to mean that ASes both (1) try to obtain
the best possible outgoing path for their traffic, while (2) also attracting incoming traffic (see Section 1.3). We look for conditions
under which rational ASes have no incentive to lie about about their
forwarding paths in their BGP path announcements. We find that
protocols like S-BGP [26] are generally not sufficient to prove that
ASes have no incentive to lie about forwarding paths; we also require unrealistically strong assumptions on the routing policies of
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in their BGP messages. Our exploration is carried out within the
context of distributed algorithmic mechanism design [9, 31], which
is rooted in game theory. This paradigm asserts that ASes are rational players that participate in interdomain routing because they
derive utility from establishing paths and forwarding packets; ASes
will do whatever they can to maximize their own utility. The task of
mechanism design is to ensure that the incentives of rational players are aligned with accomplishing the task at hand.
The paradigm of algorithmic mechanism design in the context
of routing was first suggested by Nisan and Ronen [31]. Feigenbaum et al. [9] brought distributed algorithmic mechanism design
to the study of incentives in routing and shifted the focus to interdomain routing and BGP in particular. Rather than a centralized mechanism that sets up paths, the model in [9] postulates that
paths are set up in a distributed fashion by the economically interested ASes themselves. The model was further developed in
a sequence of works [6, 8–12, 28, 33]. Our model builds upon
the work of Levin, Schapira, and Zohar [28], who brought a fully
formal game-theoretic and distributed-computational model to this
line of research (Section 2). In prior work, the prescribed behavior
includes that ASes honestly announce to their neighbors the forwarding paths that they choose. If every AS follows this behavior,
then the control plane and the data plane will match. In this sense,
all work within this paradigm implicitly addressed matching the
control and data planes. In this work, we highlight this matching
(which is strictly weaker than the goal in prior work) as a standalone security property that needs to be addressed on its own. See
more discussion in the full version [18].

every AS in the network. Our results emphasize the high cost of
ensuring that control- and data-plane paths match, even if we assume that ASes are rational (self-interested), rather than arbitrarily
malicious.1
In the rest of this section, we motivate our approach, discuss
related work, outline our results and discuss their implications. The
model we use is defined in Sections 2–3, and our results are detailed
in Sections 4–6. Related work is discussed further in Section 7.
Proofs are in the full version [18].

1.1 Matching the control and data planes.
One way to enforce honest path announcements in BGP is to deploy AS-path measurement and enforcement protocols that run in
the data plane. However, determining AS-level paths in the data
plane is a nontrivial task even in the absence of adversarial behavior (e.g., [30] discusses the difficulty of determining AS-level paths
from traceroute data). When dealing with ASes that may have
incentives to announce misleading paths in the control plane, we
need AS-path enforcement protocols that cannot be “gamed” (e.g.,
by ASes that send measurement packets over the path advertised
in the control plane, while sending regular traffic over a different
path). Thus, data-plane enforcement protocols [1, 29, 32, 41] must
ensure that measurement packets are indistinguishable from regular traffic, resulting in high overheads that are usually proportional
to the amount of traffic sent in the data plane. Also, while secure
end-to-end data-plane protocols can robustly monitor performance
and reachability, e.g., [2, 19], these protocols do not trace the identities of the ASes on a data-plane path; securely tracing AS paths
requires participation of every AS on the path [1, 29, 32, 41].
Alternatively, one could hope to ensure that control- and dataplane paths match by ubiquitously deploying S-BGP [26] and the
like [5]. This provides a property called path veriﬁcation [28],
which ensures that no AS can announce a path to its neighbors
unless that path was announced to it by one of its neighbors. While
path verification defends against announcement of paths that do
not exist in the Internet topology [26], it does not, by itself, ensure
that control- and data-plane paths match. For example, an AS a
with two different paths announced by two different neighbors can
easily lie in its path announcements—announcing one path in the
control plane, while sending traffic over the other path in the data
plane.
While it is tempting to argue that ASes are unlikely to lie about
their forwarding paths because they either fear getting caught or
creating routing loops, this argument fails in many situations. The
hierarchy in the Internet topology itself often prevents routing loops
from forming, e.g., if the lie is told to a stub AS, or see also [4].
(We analyze the effect of lies on forwarding loops in the full version [18].) Furthermore, empirical results indicate that catching lies
can be difficult, because even tracing AS-level paths that packets
traverse in the data plane is prone to error [30]. Finally, to minimize the likelihood of getting caught, an AS could lie only when it
has a good idea about where its announcements will propagate.

1.3 Modeling utility with traffic attraction.
Recent work of Levin et al. [28] shows that if ASes are rational,
then path verification (e.g., S-BGP) is sufficient for honest path announcements, even when ASes have arbitrary routing policies. This
encouraging result improved on earlier work [8–12] that explored
restricted classes of routing policies. For example, Feigenbaum et
al. [10, 12] found that it is sufficient to require policy consistency,
a generalization of shortest-path routing and next-hop policy that
requires that the preferences of neighboring ASes regarding different paths always agree. However, prior results [8–12, 28, 33]
were obtained under the assumption that the utility an AS derives
from interdomain routing is entirely determined by the outgoing
path that traffic takes to the destination. (See also Section 7.) In
reality, however, the utility of an AS is likely to be influenced by
many other factors. For example, the utility of a commercial ISP
may increase when it carries more traffic from its customers [24],
or a nefarious AS might want to attract traffic so it can eavesdrop,
degrade performance, or tamper with packets [3, 23, 34].
Here, we use a more realistic utility model (see Section 2.3), focusing in particular on the effect of traﬃc attraction, where the
utility of one AS increases when it transits incoming traffic from
another AS. We consider three models of traffic attraction. In our
first model, traﬃc-volume attractions, utility depends only the
origin of the incoming traffic, but not on the path that it takes. This
captures the notion that an AS may be interested in increasing the
volume of its incoming traffic or that a nefarious AS might want
to attract traffic from a victim AS, in order to, say, perform traffic analysis. Our second model, generic attractions, encompasses
all forms of traffic attraction; the utility of an AS may depend on
the path incoming traffic takes. Our third model, customer attractions, is more restrictive. This model assumes that utility increases
only if an AS attracts traffic from a neighboring customer AS that
routes on the direct link between them; this models the fact that

1.2 The game-theoretic approach.
In this work we explore the extent to which we can use only
control-plane mechanisms, in conjunction with assumptions on AS
policies, to motivate ASes to honestly announce data-plane paths
1
We do not consider situations when the control and data plane
do not match due to malfunction or misconfiguration; we consider
this irrational behavior. We also do not consider control- and dataplane mismatches caused by path aggregation [30], since typically
only last hop of the (data-plane) AS-path is omitted from the BGP
path announcement.
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Control-plane
verification
None

No traffic attraction

Loop

Policy consistency
Consistent export [10, 12]

Path

Arbitrary [28]

Model of AS utility
Increase volume
Attract customer traffic
Generic traffic
of incoming traffic
via direct link
attraction
(Section 4)
(Section 6)
(Section 5)
No known restrictions suffice
Next-hop policy
Policy consistency
All-or-nothing export Gao-Rexford conditions
Next-hop policy
Policy consistency
Next-hop at attractees
All-or-nothing export
Consistent export
Consistent export

Table 1: For each utility model and type of control-plane verification, the additional restrictions that ensure that ASes in a network
with no dispute wheel have no incentive to dishonestly announce paths.
(Section 4) and customer attractions (Section 6.2) also explicitly
define an optimal export rule. Our positive result for generic attractions (Section 5.4) shows that an optimal export exists, but does not
explicitly state what it is (Section 5.5). We discuss the notions used
for our positive results further in the full version [18].

service contracts in the Internet are typically made between pairs
of neighboring ASes [24] (Section 3.3).

1.4 Overview of our results.
In this work, we want to argue that under some set of conditions,
any utility that an AS can obtain by lying in BGP announcements
could also be obtained with honest announcements. Unfortunately,
we find that conditions from previous work do not suffice when we
consider traffic attraction: neither path verification [28] nor policy
consistency [10, 12] alone is sufficient. (See Figures 2, 3, and 4 for
examples.) These disappointing results motivate our search for new
combinations of conditions (on control-plane veriﬁcation, routing
policy and export rules) that ensure that ASes have an incentive to
honestly announce paths.
In addition to path veriﬁcation (e.g., S-BGP), we introduce a
weaker form of control-plane verification called loop veriﬁcation
(Section 5.3), which roughly captures the setting in which an AS is
caught and punished if it falsely announces a routing loop. Loop
verification can be thought of as a formalization of “the fear of getting caught,” and it may be easier to deploy than path verification.
In addition to policy consistency, we also consider the more
restrictive next-hop policy, which roughly requires ASes to select paths to a destination based only on the immediate neighbor
that advertises the path (Section 3.2). We also consider the GaoRexford conditions [14] (Section 3.3). These conditions, which
are believed to reflect the economic landscape of the Internet [24],
assume routing policies are restricted by business relationships between neighboring ASes, i.e., by customer-provider relationships
(the customer pays the provider for service) and peer-to-peer relationships (peer ASes transit each other’s traffic for free).
Finally, we consider several classes of export rules (Section 3.4)
that dictate whether or not an AS announces paths to its neighbors.
An all-or-nothing export rule requires that, for each neighbor, an
AS either announces every path or no paths. We also consider a
more realistic consistent export rule [10] that roughly requires that
ASes’ export rules agree with their routing policies.
For many combinations of the conditions discussed above, we
can still find examples in which ASes have an incentive to lie about
their data-plane paths. However, for some combinations we obtain
positive results, as sketched in Table 1. (These results all assume a
network condition called “no dispute wheel” [21]; see Section 3.1.)
Furthermore, our results are “tight”, in that for every combination
of the considered conditions, either one of our positive results applies or one of our negative examples does (as summarized in Tables 2–4).
Our positive results show that, for every network satisfying some
combination of conditions, any utility an AS gains by lying can
equivalently be obtained if that AS had instead honestly announced
paths to only an subset of its neighbors and announced no paths to
all other neighbors. That is, we show the existence of an export
rule for which each AS obtains its optimal utility. As in previous
work [10, 12, 28], our positive results for traffic-volume attractions

1.5 Implications of our results.
Our results suggest that even with control-plane enforcement
mechanisms, ASes may have incentive to lie in their BGP announcements, unless very strong restrictions are imposed on their policies.
As sketched in Table 1, from the set of conditions we considered,
we always need every AS in the network to obey (1) unrealistic
restrictions on its preferences (such as next-hop policy) and (2) explicit restrictions on export rules. Most of our results also require
(3) full deployment of either path or loop verification. Thus, our
results point to a negative answer to the question that we set out to
investigate—practically speaking, it is unlikely that we could use
only control-plane mechanisms to remove the incentives for ASes
to announce false paths in BGP.
This suggests a choice. We can either employ expensive dataplane path enforcement techniques [1, 29, 32, 41] when it is absolutely necessary to ensure that packets are forwarded on AS-level
paths that match an AS’s routing policies, or dismiss this idea altogether and instead content ourselves with some weaker set of goals
for interdomain routing. It is certainly possible to formulate weaker
but meaningful security goals and show that certain control-plane
mechanisms or data-plane protocols meet these goals. However,
doing this invites the question: if we are not interested in ensuring
that AS paths announced in BGP are really used in the data plane,
then why use a path-vector protocol at all?

2. MODELING INCENTIVES AND BGP
We now sketch the formal model in support of our results in
Sections 4–6. Details are in the full version. The model builds
on the literature [9, 21, 28] and extends prior work by explicitly
considering traffic attraction.

2.1 The AS graph.
An interdomain-routing system is modeled as a labeled, undirected graph called an AS graph (see Figure 1). For simplicity,
each AS is modeled as a single node, and edges represent direct
(physical) communication links between ASes. Adjacent nodes are
called neighbors. We denote nodes by lowercase letters, typically
a, b, c, d, m, and n. We follow [21] and assume the AS-graph
topology does not change during execution of the protocol.
Because, in practice, BGP computes paths to each destination
separately, we follow the literature [21] and assume that there is
a unique destination node d to which all other nodes attempt to
establish a path. (Thus, like most previous work, we ignore the
issue of route aggregation [30].) We denote paths by uppercase
letters, typically P , Q, and R.
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abRd
ad
abQd

a
Attract a
bQd
bRd

only that utility increases monotonically with both valuation and
attraction.) The components of utility in this work depend on the
data-plane component of outcome alone, because the control-plane
component may not correspond to actual traffic flow in the network.
The valuation function vb (·) is the same as was considered in
previous work on incentives and BGP [6, 8–12, 28, 33]. It is meant
to capture the intrinsic value of each outgoing path (e.g., as related
to the cost of sending traffic on this path, its reliability, the presence
of undesirable ASes on it, etc.).
Modeling nefarious ASes. We assume that vb (T ) = −∞ implies ub (T ) = −∞, so that nodes cannot derive any utility from
outcomes in which they cannot reach the destination. Our negative examples do not depend on this assumption, but our positive
results do. This means that our positive results do not hold if a manipulating node wants to attract traffic for nefarious purposes, like
tampering or eavesdropping, when it does not have a path to the
destination.
The attraction function αb (T ) is the new component of utility
that we add in this work. Because we are interested in situations
where nodes may want to attract traffic (and not deflect it), our most
general form of the attraction function only requires that αb (·) does
not increase when edges leading to b are removed from the dataplane outcome. Formally, for an outcome T and node b, let T (b)
be the set of edges along simple paths from other nodes to b in
the data-plane component of T (e.g., if T ’s data-plane links form a
routing tree, then T (b) is the subtree rooted at b). We assume that
for every two outcomes T and T  and every node b, if T  (b) ⊆
T (b), then αb (T  ) ≤ αb (T ). This general condition covers many
forms of traffic attraction; e.g., attraction can depend on which links
are traversed by incoming traffic at a node, and not just the nodes
from which that traffic originates.
We also consider two specific forms of traffic attraction. First,
traﬃc-volume attraction requires that αb (T ) depends only the
origin of the incoming traffic, but not on the path that it takes.
More formally, if T (b) and T  (b) include the same nodes then
αb (T ) = αb (T  ). This also captures the idea of nefarious ASes
who want to attract traffic for eavesdropping on or tampering with
traffic (but see also our note above).
Another specific form of attraction is customer attraction, in
which the AS graph is assumed to have underlying business relationships, and αb (T ) depends only on customer nodes a that route
through b on the direct a-b link between them. We further discuss
this form of attraction and customer-provider relationships in Section 3.3.
We say that there is an attraction relationship between a and b if
the attractor b increases its utility when the attractee a routes traffic through it (e.g., as in Figure 1). In Figure 1, we depict the utility
function of each node next to that node: say that the attraction function of b is such that it earns 100 points of utility when it attracts
traffic from a, and that the valuation function of b is such that it
earns 10 points of utility when using the path bQd and only 1 point
of utility when using the path bRd. Then, following Equation 1,
the use of data-plane path abRd earns b 101 points of utility.

b
Q

R

d
Figure 1: AS graph with traffic attraction.

2.2 The interdomain-routing game.
We extend the model of Levin et al. [28] that describes interdomain routing as an infinite-round game in which the nodes of the
AS graph are the strategic players. In each round, one node in the
graph processes the most recent path announcements (if any) from
its neighbors and then performs two actions: (1) it decides on an
outgoing link (if any) to use in the data plane; and (2) decides on
paths (if any) to announce to its neighbors. Note that, just as in [28],
nodes have the opportunity to announce their true data-plane path
choice, but they are not forced to do so.
We assume that path announcements sent between neighbors on
direct links cannot be tampered with (by a node not on the direct
link). This can be enforced via the BGP TTL Security Hack [16]
or via a pairwise security association between nodes using the TCP
MD5 security options [22]. We further assume that each node has
the opportunity to act infinitely often—i.e., the game is fair.
Game outcome and stability. The state of a node n at some round
in the game consists of a data-plane component (the outgoing link
most recently chosen by n) and a control-plane component (the announcements most recently sent by n). This state is transient if
it occurs only finitely many times (and it is persistent otherwise).
The global state at some round is the collection of all node states
at that round. The global outcome of a game is a global state that
does not contain any transient node states.2 If the state of a node is
constant after some round then this state is locally stable. A global
outcome is globally stable if all node states in it are locally stable.
(This definition of stability is compatible with the original definition in [21].) We typically denote global outcomes by T or M . We
may use “outcome” informally to mean the control-plane or dataplane component of the outcome when the component is clear from
the context.

2.3 Utility, valuation, and attraction.
A strategy is a procedure used by a node to determine its actions
in the game. In principle, a node can make decisions in any way
that it wants, but here we assume that nodes are rational. In particular, each node b has a utility function ub (·) mapping outcomes to
integers (or −∞); b tries to act to obtain an outcome T that maximizes ub (T ).
We assume that every node b in the graph has a utility function
of the form
ub (T ) = vb (T ) + αb (T )

(1)

2.4 BGP-compliant strategies.

where vb (T ) is the valuation function that depends only on the
simple data-plane path from b to d in T , and αb (T ) is the attraction
function that depends only on the simple data-plane paths from
other nodes to b in T . (We write the utility function as a sum of
the valuation and attraction functions; in fact, our results require

Recall that we are interested in ensuring that the interdomainrouting control and data planes match. When all nodes follow the
rules prescribed by the BGP RFC [35] in their execution of the
protocol, this is achieved. We call a strategy that obeys these rules
a BGP-compliant strategy, as formalized below.

2

Note that there could be more than one such global state; our results in this work hold regardless of which of these is taken to be
the global outcome.

D EFINITION 2.1. A BGP-compliant strategy for node n depends
on two functions: A ranking function rn (·) mapping each path to
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an integer or −∞; and, an export rule en (·) that maps each path
P to the set of neighbors to which n is willing to announce the path
P . A path P is admitted at n if rn (P ) > −∞. Paths that include
routing loops or that do not reach the destination are not admitted
at any node. We require that, for any two paths P and Q admitted at
n that begin with different next hops, it holds that rn (P ) = rn (Q).
Note that rn (·) and en (·) act on path announcements, rather than
game outcomes.
The strategy of node n is BGP-compliant, with rn (·) and en (·)
as defined above, if n does the following in each round in which
it participates. Node n first chooses the path P such that (a) P
has highest rank of all the most recently announced paths received
from neighbors, and (b) the first node a of P is the neighbor that
announced P to n. Then, n performs the following two actions:
(1) n chooses the outgoing link to a in the data plane; and (2) n
announces the path nP to all neighbors in en (P ).

ity functions (which depend on both valuation and attraction as in
Equation 1) into ranking and export functions that then consistently
determine their actions in the game, i.e., their behavior during the
BGP protocol. This compilation might be viewed as transforming
utilities into functions that act on path announcements by, e.g., setting BGP local preference. We think of the compilation process as
being done “once and for all,” and we analyze the network with
respect to fixed ranking and export functions. We note that this is
not entirely realistic: the “compilation” can, in principle, model an
ongoing process in which an AS reacts to changes in network conditions, contractual agreements, new information that ASes learn
about each other, etc., to better attempt to maximize its utility.
However, the time scale for compilation is usually much longer
than the time scale for BGP itself (say, hours versus seconds); so, a
once-and-for-all modeling may still be reasonable. (See also Section 7.)
In general, we mostly sidestep the question of how to compile
the utility into ranking and export policy. However, our counterexamples work for any ranking function “reasonably compiled” from
the utility function, and our positive results all hold for the setting
rb (·) ≡ vb (·).

This definition explicitly assumes that the all traffic to the destination is routed over a single next-hop. (We do not address here
the question of modeling multipath routing.) Also, we assume that,
if n does not receive any announcements with an admitted path,
then n does not route on any outgoing link or announce any paths
to its neighbors. (Notice that we model ingress filtering using the
concept of admitted paths and egress filtering using the concept of
an export rule.)
Control-plane announcements from a node executing a BGPcompliant strategy match its next-hop choices in the data-plane.
Thus, if all nodes in the network use BGP-compliant strategies,
then the control and data planes will match. (We may informally
call a node executing a BGP-compliant strategy a BGP-compliant
node, or sometimes an honest node.) In the positive results from
previous work [10,12,28] included in Table 1, the prescribed strategies are examples of BGP-compliant strategies in the sense of Definition 2.1. Thus, those results achieved agreement between the
control and data planes, but contrary to the current work, they do
not consider traffic attraction.
We stress that Definition 2.1 gives BGP-compliant nodes the leeway to choose their ranking and export functions to try and achieve
a utility-maximizing outcome in the game. In the next subsection,
we discuss the relationship between utility and the ranking and export functions in a way that encompasses earlier work (without traffic attraction) and the results in this work (with traffic attraction).

2.6 Incentives to lie.
Because nodes are rational—acting to maximize their utility in
the global outcome—they may have an incentive to follow a strategy that is not BGP-compliant. As discussed in Section 1.1, although an AS knows the outgoing link on which it forwards traffic
(and the next AS at the end of that link), it may not know the ASpath that the traffic takes further downstream. For example, in Figure 1, node b could deviate from BGP-compliance by announcing
the path bRd in order to attract traffic from node a, while actually
sending traffic over the path bQd; as a result the control and data
planes would not match, unbeknownst to a.
Hence, in this work, as in [10, 12, 28, 33], we address the following high-level question: Are there sufficient conditions on the network that ensure that all nodes are honest (i.e., use BGP-compliant
strategies)? The earlier work studied this question using the gametheoretic notion of “incentive compatibility.” In contrast to some
uses of this notion in earlier work (e.g., Thm. 3.2 in [28]), our positive results give nodes some additional flexibility in choosing their
strategies, as long as these strategies are BGP-compliant. (We discuss this difference in some detail in the full version [18].)
Ideally, we would like conditions that ensure that nodes have no
incentive to be dishonest, no matter what the other nodes do. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to find such conditions; see [10,
12, 28, 33]. Instead, we look for conditions that ensure that a node
has no incentive to be dishonest if it knows that everyone else is
honest. That is, we try to ensure that no node has an incentive to
unilaterally deviate from using BGP-compliant strategies.
We discuss our technical formalizations after each of our positive
results (Theorems 4.1, 5.1, and 6.1).

2.5 From utility to ranking and export.
In the real-world implementation of BGP [35], the two actions
of the game are executed by setting parameters that we have modeled as the ranking and export functions in Definition 2.1 above.
In previous work [12, 28], the utility of an AS was defined to be
its valuation function,3 and that valuation directly determined the
ranking function (we denote this rn (·) ≡ vn (·))4 : the larger the
valuation of a path, the higher its rank. This direct translation from
valuation to ranking does not always hold in our setting of traffic
attraction: announcing an outgoing path with low valuation could
be preferred because it brings incoming traffic from attractees. For
example, in Figure 1, node b’s valuation function ranks path bQd
over path bRd; but, b has higher utility when it claims that it routes
on bRd because it then attracts traffic from node a.
Although this direct translation does not always hold, we do assume that BGP-compliant ASes are able to “compile” their util-

3. DEFINITIONS: POLICY AND EXPORT
3.1 No dispute wheel.
Griffin, Shepherd, and Wilfong [21] described a global condition
on the routing policies in the AS graph, called “no dispute wheel,”
that ensures that BGP always converges to a unique stable outcome.
Roughly, a dispute wheel is a set of nodes, each of which prefers
to route through the others rather than directly to the destination.
More formally, there is a dispute wheel in the valuations if there
exist nodes n1 , . . . , nt such that, for each node ni , there exists a
simple path Qi from ni to the destination d and a simple path Ri

3
Some previous work [8–11, 33] allowed utilities that depend on
monetary transfers, which we do not consider here.
4
This is a slight abuse of notation, because r is formally defined on
paths and v on outcomes. We ignore this formality from now on.
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from ni to ni+1 for which vni (Ri Qi+1 ) > vni (Qi ).5 (The index
i is taken modulo t.) A dispute-wheel in the ranking functions (for
BGP-compliant nodes) is defined similarly with rni replacing vni .
Following the literature [12,28], we always consider networks with
no dispute wheels in the valuations. The result of [21] in our terminology states that, if all nodes use BGP-compliant strategies with
rn (·) ≡ vn (·) and there is no dispute wheel in the valuations, then
the game’s outcome is unique and globally stable.

We remark that within our framework, the conditions GR1, GR3,
and AT4 are viewed as restrictions over the problem instance (because they apply to the valuation and attraction functions), whereas
the condition GR2 is a restriction on the actions nodes may take.
When we draw Gao-Rexford networks, we represent a customerprovider relationship by a directed edge from customer to provider,
and a peer-to-peer relationship by an undirected edge. We represent
an AT4 attraction relationship with a bold arrow from attractee to
attractor (e.g., see Figure 2).

3.2 Policy consistency and next-hop policy.

3.4 Export rules.

Node a is policy consistent [10, 12] in valuations with one of its
neighbors b if, whenever b prefers some path bP d over bRd (and
neither path goes through a), then a prefers abP d over abRd. Formally, for any two simple paths abP d and abRd, if vb (bP d) ≥
vb (bRd), then va (abP d) ≥ va (abRd). We say that policy consistency holds for the problem instance if every node is policy consistent with each of its neighbors. (Policy consistency is a generalization of next-hop routing and shortest-path routing; see [10, 12].)
Next-hop policy requires that a node only care about the neighbor through which its traffic is routed and nothing else. This class
of routing policies is more restrictive than policy consistency (e.g.,
node c in Figure 3 is policy consistent but does not use next-hop
policy with node m). Formally, a uses next-hop policy with b if for
every two simple paths abP d and abRd it holds that va (abP d) =
va (abRd). Notice that if a uses next-hop policy with b then it must
either admit all simple paths through b or (ingress) filter all of them
(cf., discussion in [7, 37]).
Similar definitions apply also to the ranking functions.

Our results about BGP-compliant strategies that achieve matching control and data planes in the setting of traffic attraction involve
several types of export rules. The export-all rule (used, e.g., in
Thm. 3.2 of [28]) requires that a node exports all its admitted paths
to all its neighbors. An all-or-nothing rule for a node n means that,
for each neighbor a of n, either n exports all admitted paths to a or
none at all. The consistent export rule [10] means that, if n exports
to a neighbor a some path R, then it must also export every other
path that is ranked at least as high as R; i.e., if rn (Q) ≥ rn (R) and
n exports R to a, then n must also export Q to a. Finally, in GaoRexford networks, the export rules used by BGP-compliant nodes
satisfy GR2.
The export-all rule implies the all-or-nothing export rule, which
in turn implies the consistent export rule. We emphasize that both
the export-all and the all-or-nothing rules are often incompatible
with the Gao-Rexford export condition GR2. As one example, the
export-all rule may require an AS to export a path through one of
its peers or providers to another one of its peers or providers, a
violation of GR2.

3.3 Gao-Rexford & customer attractions.
Gao and Rexford [14] described a set of conditions that are induced by business relationships between ASes [24]. In Gao-Rexford networks there are two kinds of edges: customer-provider
edges (where typically the customer pays the provider for connectivity) and peer-to-peer edges (where two nodes agree to transit
each other’s traffic for free). A Gao-Rexford network obeys the
following three conditions (GR1–GR3):

4. RESULTS: VOLUME ATTRACTIONS
We start with some results for traffic-volume attractions, as defined in Section 2.3. We stress that this is a rather restricted form of
traffic attraction, as it excludes the possibility of the utility depending on the path along which incoming traffic arrives. We begin with
a series of counterexamples, demonstrating that even for this very
restricted form of traffic attraction, ensuring that nodes have no incentive to lie is far from easy. (Most of our counterexamples are
Gao-Rexford networks that obey GR1–GR3 and sometimes also
AT4 from Section 3.3.) We then present a positive result (Section 4.3), showing two sets of conditions, each of which suffices
to ensure that a node honestly announces paths. Our results are
summarized in Table 2.

GR1. Topology. There are no customer-provider cycles in the AS
graph, i.e., no node is its own indirect customer.
GR2. Export. A node b only exports to node a paths through
node c if at least one of nodes a and c are customers of node b.
GR3. Preferences. Nodes prefer outgoing paths where the next
hop is a customer over outgoing paths where the next hop is a peer
or a provider, and prefer peer links over provider links.
GR3 always applies to the valuation functions of each node in a
Gao-Rexford network, and can also apply to the ranking functions.

4.1 Path verification is not enough.
Path Verification is the focus of most traditional work on securing
BGP [5]; roughly, it ensures that nodes cannot announce paths that
are not in the network. More formally, path verification is a controlplane mechanism that ensures that every node a only announces
a path abP to its neighbors if its neighbor b announced the path
bP to a. Path verification can be guaranteed when S-BGP [26] or
IRV [20] is fully deployed in the network.
For the setting of no traffic attraction, a recent result of Levin et
al. [28] shows that, in a network with path verification and no dispute wheel, no node has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from a
BGP-compliant strategy with rn (·) ≡ vn (·) and an export-all rule.
They also show (in [27]) that the same is true in Gao-Rexford networks, but with an export rule that exports all paths except those
that would violate GR2. However, we show that when there are
traffic-volume attractions, a node can have an incentive to make a
dishonest announcement, even when the network has path verification:

We also model customer attractions within the Gao-Rexford setting. Namely, we consider a fourth condition (AT4) that models the
fact that service contracts in the Internet are made between pairs
of neighboring nodes, where a customer pays its provider when it
sends traffic over their shared link [24]. AT4 restricts the set of traffic attraction relationships that we allow in the AS graph, and thus
does not model settings where, e.g., an AS wants to attract traffic
from ASes that are a few hops away.
AT4. Attractions. A node b may only have attraction relationships with its own customers. Furthermore, b only increases its
utility if its attractee-customer a sends traffic over the direct a-b
link.
For readability, we somewhat abuse notation and use vn (P ) to
mean n’s valuation of any outcome T in which its traffic uses the
data-plane path P .
5
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Verification?

None / Loop
Path / Loop
Path


Policy
No restriction
Consistent
Next-hop
Consistent
Next-hop

Export


Inconsistent
Consistent
All-or-nothing

Incentive to Lie?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Result
I NCONSISTENT P OLICY
N ONEXISTENT PATH
See full version
Theorem 4.1
Theorem 4.1

Table 2: Summary of our results for traffic-volume attractions. We also require no dispute wheel.
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Figure 3: N ONEXISTENT PATH

Figure 2: I NCONSISTENT P OLICY

nipulated outcome M , where only the manipulator m deviates from
the BGP-compliant strategies described above. Here, the manipulator m has an incentive to announce to node c a false path “md”
that is not available to m (because d does not export this path to
m) in order to attract c’s traffic. Again, node m gains both a trafficvolume attraction and an AT4 attraction in M that it could not have
obtained by using a BGP-compliant strategy. (Note that N ONEX ISTENT PATH is a policy-consistent Gao-Rexford network with no
dispute wheel that obeys AT4.)
Notice that c has the same preferences in both N ONEXISTENT
PATH and I NCONSISTENT P OLICY. However, in N ONEXISTENT
PATH, c is policy consistent with m; both prefer the nonexistent
shorter path through md over the longer path through m1d.

Figure 2: I NCONSISTENT P OLICY demonstrates that a policy inconsistency between a manipulator m and its customer c can give
m an incentive to dishonestly announce its forwarding path in order to attract traffic from c. On the left we show the outcome T
that results when each node n uses a BGP-compliant strategy with
rn (·) ≡ vn (·) , exporting all paths except those that would violate
GR2. On the right, we show the manipulated outcome M , in which
only a single manipulator node m does not use a BGP-compliant
strategy. Here, m has an incentive to announce the path md to
node c, while actually using path m1d, in order to attract c’s traffic.
Notice that this announcement can be made even with path verification, because node 1 announced 1d to m. In the outcome M ,
node m gains not only a traffic-volume attraction (because c routes
through m in M but not in T ), but also an AT4 attraction (because
c is a customer that routes on the direct c-m link in M ). (Note that
I NCONSISTENT P OLICY is a Gao-Rexford network with no dispute
wheel that obeys AT4.)
We remark that the situation in I NCONSISTENT P OLICY could
arise quite naturally in practice. As an example, while c is a customer of both m and d, the service contracts of c with m and d are
such that usage-based billing on the m-c link is lower than billing
on the d-c link. Then, c could prefer a path through m over the
direct path to d as long as this path only increases AS-path length
by a single hop. On the other hand, m could prefer to send traffic
via 1 because 1 is, say, geographically closer to m than d.

4.3 But adding path verification or next-hop
policy is enough!
In N ONEXISTENT PATH, the manipulator m announces a path
“md” was that was not announced to it by d (which would not be
possible if the network had path verification), and that announcement matters because node c does not use a next-hop policy with m.
It turns out that requiring either path verification (on top of policy
consistency) or next-hop policies is sufficient to ensure honesty in
any network with only traffic-volume attraction functions. In these
settings, if each node sets its ranking equal to its valuation and honestly exports all paths to all neighbors, then no node has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from this behavior.

4.2 Policy consistency alone is not enough.

T HEOREM 4.1. Consider an AS graph with no dispute wheel in
the valuations. Suppose that all nodes, except a single manipulator
node m, use BGP-compliant strategies and set their ranking equal
to their valuations (rn (·) ≡ vn (·) for every node n). Suppose
further that m has a traffic-volume attraction function, and that at
least one of the following two conditions hold:
a. The valuations function of all nodes are next-hop and the export
functions of all the nodes but m obey all-or-nothing export; or
b. The valuations function of all nodes are policy consistent, the
export functions of all the nodes but m obey consistent export, and
the network has path verification.
Then there is a BGP-compliant strategy for m that sets rm (·) ≡
vm (·) and obeys all-or-nothing export (and therefore also consistent export), such that this strategy is optimal (utility-maximizing)
for m. In particular, using the export-all rule is one such optimal
strategy.

Notice that, in I NCONSISTENT P OLICY, node c is not policy consistent with node m (Section 3.2). It is natural to ask if requiring
policy consistency is sufficient to ensure that there is no incentive
to lie. Indeed, for the setting of no traffic attraction, Feigenbaum et
al. [10,12] proved that in a network with policy consistency and no
dispute wheel, then no node has an incentive to unilaterally deviate
from a BGP-compliant strategy with rn (·) ≡ vn (·) and consistent
export. Perhaps surprisingly, it turns out that policy consistency is
not sufficient to ensure that nodes have no incentive to lie when we
consider traffic-volume attractions:
Figure 3: N ONEXISTENT PATH demonstrates that, even in a policy consistent network, a manipulator m can have an incentive to
announce a nonexistent path in order to attract traffic from its customer c. The outcome T , shown on the left, results when each
node uses a BGP-compliant strategy with rn (·) ≡ vn (·) , where
node d’s export rule obeys consistent export but exports nothing
to node m, and all other nodes export all paths allowed by GR2
(which implies consistent export). On the right, we show the ma-

Notice that Theorem 4.1 not only establishes the existence of an
optimal consistent export rule for m, but also asserts that export-all
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T and M (i.e., m does not gain a traffic-volume attraction), the
manipulation in B OWTIE is quite reasonable in practice. For example, m might prefer the outcome in M over the outcome in T for
load-balancing purposes, because incoming traffic from c and n is
spread over two links in M . As another example, m might prefer
the outcome M because it has a usage-based billing contract with
c on the m-c link, whereas node m is not able to bill its provider n
for carrying c’s traffic (which occurs in outcome T ).

is one such optimal rule. Hence it actually establishes a single strategy from which no node has an incentive to deviate. (This notion
of a single strategy is the same notion used in prior works including [10,12,28,33]. In the mechanism-design literature, this is called
incentive-compatibility in ex-post Nash equilibrium; see [33].) The
proof of Theorem 4.1 is presented in the full version [18]. In the
full version, we also present a counterexample that shows we cannot drop the requirement for consistent export from Theorem 4.1.

5.

“mcd”

d

d

d

c

5.2 Next-hop policy alone is not enough.
From B OWTIE , we learn that policy consistency is not sufficient to ensure honest announcements (even when using path verification). So we throw up our hands and ask if it suffices to require that every node uses next-hop policy. With next-hop policy,
it is tempting to conclude that lying about an outgoing path will
not help an attractor convince an attractee to ‘change its mind’
and route through it in a manipulated outcome. (Notice that the
manipulations in I NCONSISTENT P OLICY, N ONEXISTENT PATH
and B OWTIE were of this form.) Furthermore, next-hop policy
is sufficient when considering only traffic-volume attractions (Section 4.3).
Quite surprisingly, this intuition fails. We now present our most
important counterexample, which shows that if the network does
not have path verification, then even requiring next-hop policy is
not sufficient:
Figure 5:
FALSE L OOP demonstrates that, even in a network
where all nodes use next-hop policies, a manipulator m can gain
traffic from its customer c by falsely announcing a path through c to
m’s other neighbors. Suppose that m announces no paths to neighbor n and all paths to everyone else, and that all other nodes export
all paths allowed by GR2. On the left is the outcome T , where each
node compiles rn (·) ≡ vn (·) and uses the BGP-compliant strategy
with the export rules described above. The manipulated outcome
M is on the right, where only m deviates from the BGP-compliant
strategy above. In M , the manipulator m has an incentive to announce a false outgoing path “mcd” to n in order to attract traffic
from its attractee c (on the direct c-m link). Notice that the outcome
M results whenever there is no control-plane verification mechanism such as path verification, since the ‘false loop’ “nmcd” will
either cause node n not to announce any path to node c, or instead
cause node c to ignore the announcement. Also, m has no BGPcompliant strategy that allows it to gain an AT4 attraction from c,
since c would have sent his traffic on the c-n link if m had either
(a) honestly announced some path to n, or (b) announced no path
to n (as in outcome T ). (Note that FALSE L OOP is a Gao-Rexford
network with no dispute wheel that obeys AT4, in which all nodes
use next-hop policies.)

RESULTS: GENERIC ATTRACTIONS

We now consider our most general notion of traffic attraction, in
which the utility that nodes derive from attracting traffic can depend
arbitrarily on the path that incoming traffic takes (see Section 2.3).
For this general case, we show in Section 5.4 that nodes have no incentive to lie when all nodes use next-hop policy and all-or-nothing
export and the network has path verification. (In fact, we show that
a weaker enforcement mechanism called loop verification is also
sufficient; see Section 5.3.) These conditions are extremely strong,
but we show via a sequence of counterexamples that we cannot
drop any one of these conditions without allowing an incentive to
lie. The theorems and counterexamples in this section are summarized in Table 3.

5.1 Policy consistency & path verification is
not enough.
In networks with only traffic-volume attraction, we were able to
show that adding path verification to a policy-consistent AS graph
is sufficient to ensure that nodes have no incentive to lie (Section 4.3). Unfortunately, this is not the case when we consider more
general attraction relationships:
Figure 4: B OWTIE demonstrates that, even in a a network that
is policy consistent and has path verification, a manipulator m can
have an incentive to lie about its forwarding path in order attract
traffic from a customer c on the direct m-c link. Suppose node m
has an attraction function such that (1) m has an AT4 attraction
relationship with its customer c, and (2) m has a traffic-volume
attraction with its provider n. The outcome T that results when
every node uses a BGP-compliant strategy with rn (·) ≡ vn (·) and
exports all paths allowed by GR2, is shown on the left. The manipulated outcome M is shown on the right, where only node m
deviates from the BGP-compliant strategy we described above.
Here, m has an incentive to dishonestly announce the path “m1d"
to all of its neighbors in order to attract traffic from the attractee c
on the direct c-m link. Node m can make this announcement, even
with path verification, because node 1 announced the path 1d to m.
Moreover, there is no BGP-compliant strategy for m that allows it
to attract traffic from both c and n while maintaining its preferred
data-plane forwarding path md. (Note that B OWTIE is a policyconsistent, Gao-Rexford network with path verification that does
not obey AT4 and has no dispute wheel in the valuations.)
We remark that even though c’s traffic is routed via m in both

5.3 Introducing loop verification.
To deal with the manipulation in FALSE L OOP, we introduce
loop veriﬁcation, a new control-plane mechanism that deals with
detecting and preventing “false loops.”
BGP allows two different approaches for detecting and preventing routing loops. One is sender-side loop detection, where a
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Verification?
None


Path / Loop

Policy

Consistent
Next-Hop
Next-Hop

Export


Consistent
All-or-Nothing

Incentive to Lie?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Result
FALSE L OOP
B OWTIE
G RANDMA
Theorem 5.1

Table 3: Summary of our results for generic attractions and no dispute wheel.
node a will not announce path aRd to node b if b happens to be
on the path R. The other is receiver-side loop detection where a
will announce the path aRd to b, so that b will detect the loop and
discard that announcement. Receiver-side loop detection has the
advantage of allowing a node b to hear announcements that falsely
include a path that b did not announce. Notice that for b to detect
a “false loop,” b need only perform a local check to see if the path
it receives matches the one that b actually announced. (This local
check is less onerous than the one that is required for path verification, which requires participation from all ASes on the path.)
Loop verification encourages ASes to avoid lying in BGP announcements because they should fear getting caught. We define
loop verification as the use of receiver-side loop detection by all
nodes in a network, with the additional requirement that when node b
receives an announcement of a path P = QbRd, such that b did not
announce the path bRd to its neighbors, then b “raises an alarm.”
Then, the first node who announced a path that includes bRd will
be punished with utility reduced to −∞. This punishment process
models the idea that b can catch and shame the node that announced
the false loop, e.g., via the NANOG list.
The properties of loop verification are strictly weaker than those
of path verification. Namely, if a network has path verification,
then no node will raise an alarm in loop verification. This follows
from the fact no node can announce a path that includes bRd unless
b announces the path bRd.
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Figure 6: ACCESS D ENIED.
from Section 4, this result does not explicitly describe this optimal
export rule. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is quite technically involved,
and we present it in the full version [18].

5.5 Export-all is not always optimal.
Theorem 5.1 unfortunately does not explicitly describe the optimal export rule for the manipulator. We now show that the exportall rule (which was shown to be optimal in Theorem 4.1) is not
necessarily optimal in this setting:
Figure 6: ACCESS D ENIED demonstrates that m can attract traffic
from its customer c over the direct m-c link by denying export to
some of m’s other neighbors. Here, the network has path and loop
verification, next-hop policies at every node, and m is interested in
attracting traffic only from c (but not from n) in an AT4 attraction.
Suppose that all nodes, including m, honestly announce paths. On
the left we present the outcome when every node, including m, uses
export-all. On the right, we illustrate the outcome when m uses a
different all-or-nothing export rule: in particular, m announces all
paths (honestly) to c, and no paths to n. As a result, m attracts
traffic from c on the direct c-m link. If m had announced paths
to n, then c would not have sent its traffic on the c-m link, as in
the outcome on the left. Thus, we see that the export-all rule is not
optimal for m. (Note that ACCESS D ENIED is a network that obeys
GR1, GR3, and AT4, and has no dispute wheel.)
We pause here to observe that in the outcome on the right, n has
no path to the destination if node c only exports the paths allowed
by GR2. We discuss this issue in Section 6.3.

5.4 Next-hop policies & loop verification
is enough!
Now that we defined loop verification, we are ready to present
the main result of this section. If we add loop verification to a nexthop network with no dispute wheel, we can eliminate the manipulation performed by m in FALSE L OOP. We also require all nodes
to use an all-or-nothing export rule. The following holds even if the
network does not obey the Gao-Rexford conditions:
T HEOREM 5.1. Consider an AS graph where the valuation functions are next-hop and contain no dispute wheel. Suppose that all
nodes, except a single manipulator node m, use BGP-compliant
strategies where they set their ranking equal to their valuations
(rn (·) ≡ vn (·) for every node n), and obey all-or-nothing export.
Suppose further that the network uses either loop verification or
path verification. Then there exists a BGP compliant strategy for m
that uses rm (·) ≡ vm (·) and obeys all-or-nothing export, which
obtains the best possible stable outcome in terms of the utility function of m.

5.6 Theorem 5.1 needs all-or-nothing export.
The requirement that all nodes use an all-or-nothing export policy in Theorem 5.1 is extremely strong, especially because most
networks that obey the Gao-Rexford conditions (in particular GR2)
violate this export rule. We now present our most devastating (and
complicated) counterexample that shows Theorem 5.1 does not hold
with a more realistic export rule like consistent export:
Figure 7:
G RANDMA demonstrates that a manipulator m can
have an incentive to lie in order to attract traffic from a customer c
if some other node a does not use an all-or-nothing export policy.
Furthermore, G RANDMA shows that this is possible even when all
nodes use path verification and next-hop policies.
In G RANDMA, m has an AT4 attraction relationship with its customer c, a traffic-volume attraction relationship with its provider b,
and no other attractions. Suppose now that all nodes export all
paths allowed by GR2; thus, a does not export paths through its
peer 1 to its peer c. While a uses a consistent export rule (since
a filters only its lowest ranked path through 1), a does not use

On an intuitive level, Theorem 5.1 proves that any gains a manipulator gets from lying can be obtained by using a clever export
rule.6 That is, Theorem 5.1 shows the existence of an optimal allor-nothing export rule for the manipulator; however, this optimal
export rule for m depends on the export rules chosen by the other
nodes in the network. Furthermore, unlike prior work or the result
6
We remark that this result only rules out the possibility of obtaining a better stable outcome by lying, it does not rule out the
possibility of m gaining utility by inducing a non-stable outcome.
See Section 2.2.
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Figure 7: G RANDMA.
with its customer m: node m prefers path m1d to path md (say,
because it is cheaper to route directly to 1), while node a prefers the
path amd to the path am1d (say, because it prefers shorter paths).
On the left is the outcome T that results when each node uses a
BGP-compliant strategy with rn (·) ≡ vn (·) , exporting all paths allowed by GR2. The manipulated outcome M is shown on the right,
where the manipulator m deviates from this BGP-compliant strategy. In the manipulated outcome M , m dishonestly announces the
outgoing path “md” to all of its neighbors so that node a decides to
route through m on the amd path. However, node n does not admit
the path amd and thus is left with no path to the destination d. The
attractee c has no choice but to route through m, increasing m’s
utility. Observe that m has no BGP-compliant strategy that obtains
as large a utility as it obtains from M . (O RION is a Gao-Rexford
network with no dispute wheel that obeys AT4.)
Notice that n uses a “forbidden-set policy” [8], in which it prefers
using no path at all over using a path through m. Such preferences
could arise in practice if node n does not trust node m to carry its
traffic (say, because it perceives node m to be adversarial).

all-or-nothing export rule. On the left is the outcome T that results when all nodes act honestly, i.e., use BGP-compliant strategies
with rn (·) ≡ vn (·) and the export rules above. The manipulated
outcome M is shown on the right, where only the manipulator m
deviates from the BGP-compliant strategies above.
In M , the manipulator m dishonestly announces the path “ma1d”
while actually routing on md. To arrive at the outcome M on the
right, node m sits quietly until node a exports “a1d” to it. Then m
announces “ma1d” to all nodes, while routing on md in the data
plane. Node a cannot route through m (because it thinks that m
routes through it); so, a continues to route on a1d. Next, because
a does not export paths through 1 to its peer node c, node c has
no choice but to route through node m. Meanwhile, m’s machinations have no effect on b, who routes through m regardless. Notice
that loop or path verification would not help, since node a is indeed routing along “a1d”. Furthermore, m manages to retain in
M its traffic-volume attraction with b and gain an AT4 attraction
with customer c. Also, m has no BGP-compliant strategy that obtains as large a utility as it obtains from M . (Note that G RANDMA
a Gao-Rexford network with no dispute wheel that does not obey
AT4, where all nodes use next-hop policy with all their neighbors.)

6.

6.2 Policy consistency everywhere with
next-hop policy at attractees is enough!
Earlier, we saw that, even in the Gao-Rexford setting with AT4,
dropping either path or loop verification may create an incentive
to lie (as in FALSE L OOP in Figure 5). Furthermore, from O RION
above, we learn that policy restrictions only on attractees can leave
an incentive to lie. The manipulation in O RION is possible because
node a is not policy consistent with node m; we now show that
requiring policy consistency, along with other conditions satisfied
by O RION, is enough to ensure no incentive to lie.

RESULTS: CUSTOMER ATTRACTIONS
IN GAO-REXFORD NETWORKS

We now focus on Gao-Rexford networks (see Section 3.3). In
Section 5, we used G RANDMA (Figure 7) to show that Theorem 5.1
does not hold with consistent export in place of the unrealistic allor-nothing export rule (which is usually not compatible with GR2).
Fortunately, G RANDMA did not obey the AT4 attraction condition.
Thus, we now weaken the assumption of all-or-nothing export by
focusing on the AT4 setting, in which an attractor can increase its
utility only if a customer routes on the direct link between them.
It turns out that AT4 also allows us to weaken the next-hop-policy
restrictions required in Theorem 5.1. Our results are summarized in
Table 4, which also shows how dropping any one of the conditions
in our positive result (Section 6.2) may create an incentive to lie.

T HEOREM 6.1. Consider a policy-consistent, Gao-Rexford network that obeys AT4, in which there is no dispute wheel in the valuations and all attractees use next-hop policies with their providers
and peers. Suppose that all nodes, except a single manipulator
node m, uses a BGP-compliant strategy with rn (·) ≡ vn (·) and a
consistent export rule that satisfies GR2. Suppose further that the
network has path or loop verification.
Then there exists a BGP-compliant strategy for m with rm (·) ≡
vm (·) and a consistent export rule obeying GR2 that obtains the
best possible stable outcome in terms of the utility function of m.
In particular, exporting all paths to customers and no paths to
providers and peers is one such optimal strategy.

6.1 It’s not sufficient to restrict policy at
attractees only.
The requirement in Theorem 5.1 that every node in the network
uses a next-hop policy with all of its neighbors is very strong indeed. Ideally, we would have preferred to require only attractees
to use next-hop policy with their attractors. Unfortunately, even requiring every attractee to use next-hop policy with all its neighbors
need not remove the incentive to lie:
Figure 8: In O RION only the attractee (node c) uses next-hop
policy with all its neighbors (nodes m, n). (Every other node uses
next-hop policy with its peers and providers, but not necessarily
with its customers.) Notice that node a is not policy consistent

Notice that in addition to obeying the Gao-Rexford conditions, we
also separately require that there is no dispute wheel in the valuations; because of how we model export and define valuations, the
former condition does not imply the latter, which is a subtle difference from [13]. Further discussion of these subtleties, and the
proof of this theorem, is in the full version [18].
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AT4

Verification

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes


None

None / Loop
Loop / Path

Policy
Consistency


None
All nodes
All nodes

Next-hop policy

Export



All nodes with peers & providers
None
Attractees with peers & providers

Consistent



Consistent

Incentive
to Lie?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Result
G RANDMA
FALSE L OOP
O RION
N ONEXISTENT PATH
Theorem 6.1

Table 4: Summary of our results for Gao-Rexford networks (obeying GR1-GR3) with no dispute wheel.

6.3 It’s best to export only to your customers.

the effect of incoming traffic on BGP dynamics. These works [15,
38, 39] focus on the context of traffic engineering, and assume that
ASes honestly announce paths; they do not consider ASes that lie.
Gao, Dovrolis and Zegura [15] and Wang et al. [38] study algorithms for traffic attraction and deflection using AS-path prepending. (Our work does not model prepending.) Wang et al. [39] study
oscillations that can occur if the BGP decision process depends on
incoming traffic as well as outgoing paths. In contrast, our work allows utility to depend on incoming traffic (Section 2.3) but assumes
that the BGP dynamics are based on ranking functions (Section 2.2)
that depend only on outgoing paths. The ranking functions are
derived from a “compilation” of the utility function (Section 2.5).
Thus, in some sense, Wang et al. study the oscillations that can result as ASes continuously adjust their compilation. Indeed, Figure
2 of [39] shows conditions under which I NCONSISTENT P OLICY
in (our) Figure 2 could experience such oscillations.

Observe that Theorem 6.1 not only shows the existence of an
optimal export rule for the manipulator, but also explicitly describes
one such export rule. It therefore provides a specific strategy from
which no node has an incentive to unilaterally deviate.7 However,
this strategy requires that m never announces any paths to its peers
and providers. While this export rule obeys consistent export and
GR2, a network in which every node uses this “export-nothing-tonon-customers” rule would be a very sorry network indeed: Peer
paths would not exist, and nodes would never transit traffic from
their providers, even if that traffic is destined for their customers!
Unfortunately, there are cases in which the optimal export rule
for the manipulator is to “export nothing to non-customers.” For
example, consider ACCESS D ENIED in Figure 6 and observe that
m’s optimal strategy is to announce no paths to n (which means
that when c’s export rule obeys GR2, n no longer has a path to the
destination). Furthermore, this network obeys the strongest conditions considered in this work (next-hop policy at all nodes and
path verification). Hence, within the conditions considered here,
we cannot hope to get a result where m’s optimal export policy
necessarily allows it to announce paths to peers and providers.
This suggests that AT4 may not be a reasonable model for attraction relationships, e.g., a node could improve its utility by attracting traffic from a provider or peer if it delivers this traffic to a
customer. Finding a more appropriate model for attraction relationships in Gao-Rexford networks remains open for future research.

7.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we considered control-plane mechanisms that provide incentives for rational ASes to announce their true data-plane
paths in BGP messages. We find that conditions previously shown
to be sufficient for honesty no longer suffice if we assume that ASes
can benefit by attracting incoming traffic from other ASes. We
demonstrated that, within the control-plane mechanisms we considered here, ensuring honesty in the face of traffic attraction requires very strong restrictions on routing policy (at the very least,
policy consistency everywhere, and sometimes also next-hop policy at certain ASes), as well as control-plane verification (loopverification or path-verification protocols like S-BGP [26]). Thus,
our results suggest that in practice, it will be difficult to achieve
honesty without resorting to expensive data-plane protocols that
verify and enforce AS-level paths. By highlighting the difficulty
of matching the control and data planes, even under the assumption
that ASes are rational (and not arbitrarily malicious), our results can
also help inform decisions about whether security protocols should
be deployed in the control plane, in the data plane, or in both.

RELATED WORK

We discussed some related work in Sections 1–2. Further discussion is below. Griffin, Shepherd, and Wilfong [21] developed a
formal model of BGP which assumes ASes choose paths based on
an arbitrary preference function that ranks outgoing paths. They
used this model to initiate a study of sufficient conditions to ensure
that BGP converges to a unique outcome (Section 3.1). This study
was continued by many subsequent works; most relevant here are
the results of Gao and Rexford [14] who considered constraints that
arise due to business relationships between ASes (Section 3.3), and
those of Feamster, Johari, and Balakrishnan [7] who studied the
effect of filtering (Section 3.4).
In contrast to the works on convergence, the game theoretic studies of BGP [6,8–12,28,33], discussed in Section 1.2 and throughout
this paper, looked for mechanisms that induce incentives to comply
with the protocol (which, in particular, means that ASes would have
no incentive to lie). These works interpret the preference function
in Griffin et al. [21] as a measure of utility for each AS, and model
ASes as rational agents who act selfishly to maximize utility. This
is equivalent to assuming that utility is uniquely determined by outgoing paths. To our knowledge, our work is the first to model the
effect of incoming traffic on the incentive to lie in BGP announcements. Earlier versions of our work appeared as [17] and [25].
Recently, the literature on BGP convergence has begun to model
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